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Capture and seizure

Olivier Kaeppelin - Writer, curator, critic 

                        curator of Orsten Groom’s POMPEII MASTURBATOR exhibition - Nov 2019 

 
 My first sensation, my primary feeling and vision were those of an outstanding, intoxicating 
expenditure, in the sense of Georges Bataille : a Potlatch - a gift of energy that is justified and understood 
by its «aspect» as Wittgenstein envisions it for music, that is to say by a deployment that excludes any 
bargaining with aesthetic conventions.
This expenditure generates colors, movements, associations networks and echoes, that never resolve in 
the aim for «expression» as we understand «expressionism».
Orsten Groom is not an expressionist painter.

 His gestures, constructions, his compositions have a rhythm, an «economy» which are above all 
freedoms of pace and invention. It is never about some peregrinations of the creative « ego », looking for 
a style made of accents, of identifiable additions, in order to transmit its poetics and its vision of a world 
worthy for the identification of a name, that is to say for the life and the name of the painter.
 On the contrary, this expenditure, these accumulations and offered superimpositions, this gift, 
whiten the canvas, i.e. its grammar and lexicons. 
They are paths, « battlefields » leading us towards a neutralization, an annulment of forms by a play of 
contrary energies that forbids any appropriation through recognition and language. 
If, in the end, I attribute them to a «being», it is neither to the painter nor to the spectator, but to the being 
of painting. It is the guide and mistress of Orsten Groom.
It is through it, through the acts that it inspires that the meaning of the adventure, the experience, 
the reality it offers us is discovered.

 This is why I am captivated by his works, by the emotion of being at the heart of an astonishing 
painting event. It has, from the very first seconds, put me on the lookout.
This trouble is similar to the one I feel in the caves of Lascaux or Chauvet, in front of El Greco or Picasso 
paintings, or in the 20th century with the essential work of Gérard Gasiorowski.

With these watchers, these awakeners, to which Orsten Groom adds now, it is the history and the body of 
painting that shakes and takes us away.
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 Strange body that originates as much in a Piero della Francesca figure as in a trace of paint, a 
maculation of that greasy and coagulating matter.
This body establishes itself in the invention of a construction that links one form to another through a 
question, then creating the totality of the painting - or again, in a word that generates an incarnation 
breaching onto other terms, other forms through what Orsten Groom calls an « Inquiry », initiated by 
painting itself and of which he only is the creature.
A strange «absent present» body, like that of a spider’s cobweb that gives the canvas it’s unity without us 
being able to agree on what prey it’s hunting, except, perhaps, painting itself.

 This quest is capture and seizure. This seizure is a complex mechanism where, step by step, we 
discover the dialogue between an inscription, for example a Renaissance Vanity, the lightbulb of Picasso’s 
Guernica, an Egyptian pharaoh or a lying figure, a word translated into its image, a Kafka’s sentence or the 
prosody of popular legends.             
Out of figures they become forms in such a hybridization of lines and colors that couplings of stains, 
drawing, surface, relief, the ceaseless games of plans and depths plunge us into disturbing regimes of 
meanings, made of encounters whose determinations are our memory - reminiscences as surprises, 
amnesias, explorations whose enunciation we attempt.

 There is an extraordinary richness in Orsten Groom’s painting.                                                      
For through the forms alone, their regulated associations or the rhythms of their sarabandes, meaning is 
revealed by what we see, by the «seeing» as John Berger understands it in «Seeing the Seeing». 
We penetrate beyond language, into paintings in where mythologies, History, facts or existence states are 
played out and which, to give just a few examples, stage beliefs, desires, sexualities debating with death, 
power, archetypes, the sacred or, on the contrary, their outrages. It is very rare to see, as here, a painting 
that at the same time acts as celebration and fierce iconoclasm.

These various situations remind me of sensations I experience in the midst of a storm. The development 
of the climatic phenomenon, its beauty, are prey to their own dissolution in an unstable point of equili-
brium made of respites and revivals and danger relaunches. This rare and captivating state is that of this 
painting.

When asked about what he wished he was, American writer James Agee replied: 
«I wish to be a thunderstorm.» 
The intensity of thought and sensation is there increased. It produces a certain fever, here an aesthetic 
fever, necessary for the act and acuity of creation. This «fever» is not a symptom but a method of never 
surrendering to the threats of conventions. It is of this «fever» that I think of when I evoke the quality of 
presence and profusion of Orsten Groom’s painting. 
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 This can, however, only be understood and take on its full meaning through a permanent dialogue 
with the grasping that the absence inscribed within this wealth creates, and, precisely, through «the man-
ner or style» that builds it. Orsten Groom’s painting is not a temperate one, a painting of measure, in which 
one hates «the movement that displaces forms». On the contrary, as with John Giorno, Pierre Guyotat or 
Valère Novarina, it proceeds by couplings, networks, superimpositions. It adds, hybridizes, ramifies, 
it plays on opposites brought together to the point where we can no longer recognize nor distinguish.

 
The principle of addition establishes the complexity, the luxury, the plurality of the universe, and, at the 
same time, insidiously «digs» it out, little by little, until we can no longer apprehend the figures theatre, 
until we can no longer name them. In this sense, this work reminds me of Eugène Leroy’s, in a reversed 
way, for I believe that it seeks, deep down, «the white», through this accumulation of materials, of diverse 
compositions and multiple references.
 It seeks to stage the impossibility of any narrative and any hypothesis of discourse. The «addition» first 
reveals the limits of this hypothesis. It puts into crisis what seeks the delights and dramas of memory 
and language. It produces cancelling forces contrary to the ones of utterance and, in so doing, creates a 
primary neutral, then a «grey», and finally a «white» that can go as far as dazzling, that summons the 
ontological power of painting.

 I noticed that in our conversations, Orsten Groom proposes, in a dialectical and paradoxical way, 
that his works can be considered as monochrome or, at least, that there are no essential contradictions 
between his painting and monochrome painting.                                          
If one neglects the play of counterpoints and provocations, this remark qualifies for me the double nature 
of his work, which seeks or reveals the paths of meaning through painting.  
Meaning at work in History and the stories conveyed then denied by this painting, which then becomes an 
irreducible act, necessary for a «deep» understanding of the universe and matter. 
 
 This double nature delivers us both to the outside world we learn about (and in the end know) - 
and, at the same time, to the inner world the painter seeks to the surface in complete freedom. These two 
worlds are constantly « mouthing together » on the canvas, supporting or destroying each other. 
They are, above all, indivisible and readable in this movement. This gesture draws as much from the 
knowledge of archaeology and anthropology as from the sources of the unconscious. It makes or rather 
«is» the painting. 

The movement travels, crosses, spreads. It leaves a «passage» rather than a territory. The issue is that 
this passage, which is the painting itself, should not be mangled under floods of lava and ash. 
Do not get petrified like the Pompeii Masturbator. 
That is what painting brilliantly employs the painter Orsten Groom for.

                 There is no longer this fulminating grace / but the breath of something that will come1

                                                                                              wrote Sandro Penna.

                        1  In Croix et délice - Ypsilon Éditeur - 2018 - p165. Trad. Bernard Simeone


